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Abstract: This study uses three machine learning algorithms,
linear regression(LR),grid search Cv(GSCV),random forest
(RF) in the appraisal of property prices, It applies these methods
to examine a data sample of about 13,321 housing transactions
in a in Bangalore, and then compares the results of these
algorithms, In terms of predictive power, LR ,GSCV and RF
have achieved better performance , The three performance
metrics including associated prospective home buyer

considers multiple factors like as a location, size of the
land , power generation facilities many several features
selection and feature extraction algorithms combined with
Linear Regression, Most often,
with these two algorithms, The sale price of properties in cities
like Bengaluru depends on a number of interdependent factors ,
The size, location, and amenities of the property are important
variables that could determine the price. This article includes an
analytical investigation. has been carried done by displaying the
available housing properties on a machine hackathon platform
and taking into account the data set that is still accessible to the
public. Our conclusion is that machine learning offers a
promising, alternative technique in property valuation, appraisal
research, especially in relation to property price prediction, The
goal is to develop a predictive model for estimating price based
on price-influencing parameters

Keywords: Machine Learning, Real Estate, ML
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern industry and research have made machine learning
(ML) a key component. It enhances computer systems'
efficiency by using ML algorithms and Peoples of various
industries are using machine learning algorithms to solve
problems based on their own industry data In order to make
judgments without being specifically trained to do so,
machine learning algorithms use training data to create
mathematical models from sample data. Both individuals
and real estate agencies purchase homes, either to live in or
as an investment. The agencies purchase homes in order to
operate their businesses. and also, The goal of this study is
to create a regression model and a classification model with
the capacity to precisely predict the cost of the house given
the feature and the silicon cities like Bangalore, the
regression techniques are used to create a model based on
multiple factors to forecast price and will keep on
increasing unevenly Thus, the price value will depend on
certain features and criteria like the area of the property [sq.
ft], the number of rooms and balconies, and even more, The
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location where the property has been situated plays a vital
role in the prediction Thus the prediction will become more
accurate when all these data are in a correct format and
most probably true values, The main role in prediction is
data collection and data cleaning, It will help us to have the
true data values and also be able to change the unnecessary
data into either user data or true data. So the prediction of
the price will depend on multiple features and These
features contribute their property to predict the single
output called price, To accurately estimate property prices
and future trends, a large amount of data that influence land
price is required for analysis, modeling, and forecasting.
The factors that affect the land price have to be studied and
their impact on price has also to be modeled The goal of
this work is to create a four regression model and a
classification model that can precisely calculate the house's
cost based on its features, By examining the numerous
features submitted by the user, this system must determine
the cost of a house. The suggested system is a real-time
programme that is used in real-time. It is a browser-based
application designed for the real estate business, and it
resolves all of the problems that the existing system has.

2. Literature Survey: Smith Dabero et al.[1] have
proposed usage of existing machine learning algorithm on
two different datasets and tries to implement their
prediction engine for real-life usage by users. The system
was capable of handling massive amounts of data and was
powerful enough to anticipate the prices of numerous
houses with diverse features. The system saves time and is
very user-friendly.R Manjula et al.[2]have explained how
to accurately anticipate house values using a variety of key
factors The overfitting that occurs in data science models
can be mitigated via ridge regression and LASSO.Priya p,
Arul Kumaran M et al.[3] have presented to find the
approximate result but also able to use the predicted result
for further use. The main role of the idea is not to predict
but also to find some of the possibilities after the prediction
has been done successfully.Anurag Singh[4] has
introduced to predict house prices using several machine
learning techniques. House prices of particular locations do
depend on various factors like plot size, bedrooms,
bathrooms, locations, drawing room in the house, parking
area, and mainly on square feet per area. MI-driven
predictions are easily comprehensible and significant from
a data analysis of point.Dr.M. Thamarai and Dr.
S.P.Malavie[5] have proposed the work involves Seiki TPage 1
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lean Machine Learning Tool is used to implement decision
tree classification, decision tree regression, and multiple
linear regression. The workflow enables users to forecast
both the price and the availability of homes in the
city.Sayan Putatunda[6] has established a machine
learning approach for solving the house price prediction
problem in classified advertisements. This study focuses on
the Indian real estate market and uses advanced machine
learning algorithms such as Random forest, Graphical
boosting, and Artificial neural network on a real-world
dataset and compares the performance of these methods.By
displaying the available housing properties on the machine
learning platform, Manasa J et al.[7] have provided the
results of an analytical study that was conducted by taking
into account the dataset that is still available to the general
public. Nine features make up the dataset. In this study, an
effort has been made to develop a predictive model for
pricing analysis based on the price-influencing variables.
Lasso and Ridge regression models, support vector
regression, multiple linear regression (Least Squares), and
boosting algorithms like Extreme Gradient Boost
Regression are just a few of the regression techniques used
in modelling explorations (XG Boost). These models are
employed to create a predictive model, and the optimal
model is chosen by completing a comparative study of the
prediction errors obtained between these models.Jingyi Mu,
Fang Wu, and Alihua Zhang et al.[8] has introduced the
SVM, LSSVM, and PLS algorithms that are used in the
field of construction to predict housing. The prediction
results of various machine learning are more suitable for
the linear system. On this page, PLS is widely used in
industrial and other fields.Quang Truong, et al.[9] have
discussed the paper to comprehensively validate multiple
techniques in the model implementation for machine
regression and optimal outcome for predicting housing
prices. Three different types of methods of machine
learning are used Random Forest, XGBoost, and Light
GBM.Three machine learning techniques, including a
support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), and
gradient boosting machine (GBM), have been proposed by
Winky K.O. H. O., et al. [10] for the appraisal of real estate
prices. In the field of real estate evaluation and valuation
research, particularly in the area of property price
prediction, machine learning presents a viable alternative
technique..Nor Hamaizah Zulkifly et al.[11] have
presented The study of tremendous benefit, especially to
housing developers and research, to ascertain the most
significant attributes to determine house prices and to
acknowledge the best machine learning model o be used to
hold a study in this field. Technically, houses with a
strategic location such as accessibility to shopping malls or
other facilities tend to be more expensive than houses in a
rural area with limited numbers of facilities.G.Naga Satish
et al.[12] have introduced the prediction of future housing
prices that are generated by the machine learning algorithm.
For the selection of prediction methods user, need to
compare and explore various prediction methods. The
resulting exhibit that our approach for the issue needs to be
successful, and can process predictions that would be
Volume 11, Issue 5, September - October 2022

comparative with other house cost predictions.
Models.Karan Manipur, et al.[13] have presented a
website that will help users or people of cities to find the
perfect residential area or place as per required
specification and location. This platform may also help the
broker or dealer to keep track of the properties that need to
be sold.Saumya Chaturvedi, et, al[14] has discussed the
tendency to predict the sale value of the homes
victimization numerous machine learning algorithms, they
have used machine learning algorithms to make the
prediction model for homes.ML algorithms like supplying
regression and support vector regression, the Lasso
Regression technique, and callee are used to make a
prognostic model.Aadit Shrestha, et al.[15] have presented
a project which targets the people who are in search of a
place for living with a suitable price and a living standard.
To get a better and more accurate result they used the
machine learning algorithms and compared them.

3. Methodologies Employed: Users have estimated
the root mean squared error for each of the three models
they used. For each model, graphs have been drawn. A
collection of Bangalore real estate houses make up the data
set that we used. There are 13,321 dwellings in the dataset,
which is split 75:25 between training and testing data. Our
data includes the following characteristics: square feet,
price, date sold, number of bedrooms, floors, bathrooms,
and floors; year built; square feet above; and location. We
determined the root mean square error for every model
(RMS value).

3.1Linear Regression:
The linear regression contains a predictor variable and
dependent variable related linearly to each other In case the
data includes more than one independent variable, then
linear regression is called multiple linear regression
models. To train our model using this methodology, we
only employed 1 feature: the square footage of the house in
relation to the house's price. The fundamental equation for
how well our model fits is as follows:
F(x) = w0+w1x = square feet, and F(x) = price Since this
is a simple linear regression, we have only utilised the one
feature, the square foot coefficient (w0=intercept term,
w1=coefficient
of square feet). Table 1 below displays the sample data set
for each of the models.

3.1Sampldataset
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3.2 Grid Search CV required to be fed in. Best parameter
values are extracted and then the predictions are made.
In Tabel 1 the grid search CV a: This is a technique to
search through the best parameter values from the given
set of the grid of parameters It is a cross-validation
method, the model and the parameters are algorithm will
give a training dataset with the features like bath, and
price. it will select the best parameters among the given
parameters, in which it can select the best parameter to
describe a particular amount of the house, Grid Search CV
is the method where it can give the correct result of the
particular parameters.

3.3 Random Forest
A random forest is a machine learning technique that’s used
to solve regression and classification problems, A random
forest algorithm consists of many decision trees, The
‘forest’ generated by the random forest algorithm is trained
through bagging or bootstrap aggregating and Bagging is
an ensemble meta-algorithm that improves the accuracy of
machine learning algorithms, The below fig 2 gives the
accurate result of the Actual value versus Predicted value.
Random Forest contains many decision trees which use the
correct decision to predict the accuracy of the given values.
In this fig 2, it shows the real value with a comparatively
prediction value. The dotted blue indicates the predicted
values of the house.

4. Proposed Work Architecture

Figure 3: Proposed Work Architecture
Figure 1 To check the outliers in 'price' concerning 'bath'
The price of the house (0,500,1000,2000,2500,3000,3500)
is the respective price, and the area of the bath that
is(0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40) of the particular house and the
price of the houses vary from location to location and it
also depends on like several bathrooms if the number of the
bathroom is 1 then the amount of the house will be different
when compared to if the number of the bathroom is two
then the price of the house will be different this is what
describing in fig 1 and using grid search CV this can be
described.

To estimate the price of a house, the user must open this
website and enter all of its features or attributes. The
attributes will also be checked for null values once the user
clicks the "submit" button, and then all of them will be
validated to see if they all belong to the same data type. As
depicted in fig. The data will then be sent for prediction
once all conditions have been satisfied, and the user will
see the anticipated price on the website.
While doing python code for this study various steps were
followed to analyze the data in t best possible way so that
there will be no contractionary outputs occurring while
retrieving the data.
Some steps followed while making the project are listed
below:
1) Read CSV file.
2) Data Load: Load Bangalore home prices into a
data frame.
3) Data Cleaning: Handle NA values.
4) Feature Engineering.

3.3Figure 2 To check the Actual price vs Predicted price
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(Bedrooms Hall Kitchen).

2.

6) Explore the total_sqft feature.
7) Add a new feature called price per square feet.
8) Examine locations which is a categorical
variable.
9) Dimensionality Reduction: Any location having
less than 10 data points should be tagged as an
"other" location.

3.

10) Outlier Removal Using Business Logic.
11) Outlier Removal Using Standard Deviation and
Mean.
4.
12) Plot the same scatter chart to visualize data.
13) Use One Hot Encoding for Location.
14) Use K Fold cross-validation to measure the
accuracyof our Linear Regression model.
15) Find the best model using GridSearchCV.
16) Test the model for a few properties.
17) Export the tested model to a pickle file.
18)Export location and column information to a file
that will be useful later on in our prediction
application.

5.

Manage data: Properly storing the data, will
almost always involve cleaning the data, essential
it takes the data quality practices for tabular data
for programmers to apply it to ML. Techniques
used to understand the data include embeddings,
and reinforcement learning, without data training
and testing cant be done.
Exploratory Analysis: Performing different
analyses and visualizing the data in various ways
to look for patterns, questions, and opportunities
for deeper study, and is an approach to analyzing
the data using visual techniques, It is used to
discover trends, patterns, or to check assumptions
with the help of statistical summary and graphical
representations.
Final Analysis: Digging deeper into the data to
answer specific business questions and fine-tuning
predictive models for the most accurate results.
Reporting: Presenting the results of the analysis
to the management, which might include writing a
report, producing visualizations, and making
recommendations based on the results of the
analysis. Reporting might also mean plugging the
results of analysis into a data product or dashboard
so that other team members or clients can easily
access it.

All of that said, what data scientists do from day to day can
vary tremendously, in no small part because different
companies make use of data science in different ways.
4.1Frontend - Design: Without an easy-to-use interface,
it's unrealistic to make them alright with the site, In this
way pay attention to the front end structure, Our top
specialists' affirmed that the interface of the front end is
super easy to use, The assistance of HTML, CSS,
Bootstrap, and JavaScript, etc, for structuring the front-end
and The necessity of essential planning was satisfied by
utilizing crude HTML and bootstrap, furthermore this to
give some extraordinary things utilized JavaScript and The
shading direction was finished by utilizing CSS and
shading direction code, User tried sincerely, utilized vital
soldiers for affirming a super easy to understand interface
and expectation and use made it noticeable.

Figure 4:Data Science Workflow
1.

Capture data: Pulling the data from a company
database, scraping it from a website, accessing an
API, etc. It is the process of extracting the
information from any type of structured or
unstructured document to transform it into a
machine-readable digital format.
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4.1.2. HTML: Hyper Text Markup Language:It is a
mainstream markup language, Fundamentally everybody
utilizes this for making their website pages, and web
applications, In this venture, users have utilized HTML for
making adapted writings, tables, and different components
that can't be spoken to in plain content has numerous other
authoritative undertakings for designers. Cascading style
sheets, for the most part, clarify how HTML components
will show, There are three different ways to compose
templates. One internal CSS, another is external CSS Also,
and the last one is inline CSS, Be that as it may, more often
than not external CSS is utilized. Since, by utilizing
external CSS, all CSS information can be kept in various
records, Be that as it may, these days the CSS structure is
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by all accounts exceptionally mainstream, In our
application, users have utilized the Twitter Bootstrap
structure, This system is grown essentially for CSS and
JavaScript and most, It is a free and open-source front-end
structure, This system is profoundly utilized for planning
sites and web applications too, This system bolsters pretty
much every program and Like Google Chrome, Mozilla
Firefox, Opera, Safari, Internet Explorer, so on.
4.2 Back-end: The back-end gives how to function
Another name of the Back-end is the server site, The
backend side is not unmistakable from the client end, just
noticeable by the administrators, The individual who works
to build up the back-end is known as an engineer or
developer.
*4.2.1PHP
PHP is a server-side scripting language that is used to
develop Static websites Dynamic websites or Web
applications PHP stands for Hypertext Pre-processor, which
earlier stood for Personal Home Pages. PHP scripts can
only be interpreted on a server that has PHP installed, The
client computers accessing the PHP scripts require a web
browser only and A PHP file contains PHP tags and ends
with the extension ".php" The term PHP is an acronym for
PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, PHP is a server-side
scripting language designed specifically for web
development.
*4.2.3VS Code :Visual Studio Code features a lightningfast source code editor, perfect for day-to-day use, With
support for hundreds of languages, VS Code helps you be
instantly productive with syntax highlighting, bracketmatching, auto-indentation, box-selection, snippets,
Intuitive keyboard shortcut easy customization, Visual
Studio Code combines the simplicity of a source code
editor.
*4.2.3Sqlite3 Database:It can be used to create a database,
define tables, insert and change rows, runs queries, and
manage an SQLite database file It also serves as an
example for writing applications that use the SQLite
library, SQLite uses automated regression testing before
each release and SQLite is often used as the on-disk file
format for desktop applications such as version control
systems, financial analysis tools, media cataloging, and
editing suites, CAD packages, record keeping programs,
and so for.
*4.2.4Flask
Flask is a micro web framework written in Python and It is
classified as a micro framework because it does not require
particular tools or libraries, It has no database abstraction
layer, form validation, or any other components where preexisting third-party libraries provide common functions and
However,
Flask supports extensions that can add
application features as if they were implemented in Flask
itself, Extensions exist for object-relational mappers, form
Volume 11, Issue 5, September - October 2022

validation, upload handling, various open authentication
technologies and several common frameworks related tool.

5. Results:

5 Figure HOME PAGE
The Real Estate System website is crucial since it contains
information on how to reserve a home, which entails
making a purchase of a certain home. market value. The
program, which attempts to estimate the market price of
plots given features gathered from open internet listings, is
officially implemented as a regression problem.

Figure 6.About the Real Estate System

Figure 7. Price Prediction about the Real estate
There are numerous regions in Bangalore included on the
price forecast website. Given that it is specifically obtained
from Bangalore, the pricing can be projected for that
region. A business area will cost more depending on its
square footage compared to other places. The typical
person lacks thorough understanding and precise
information about what the true cost should be. They may
be misinformed as a result because they think the prices
listed online are real.
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Figure 9:Linear Regression values of RMSE
Figure 8 Price Prediction about the Real estate

There are numerous regions in Bangalore included on
the price forecast website. Given that it is specifically
obtained from Bangalore, the pricing can be projected
for that region. A business area will cost more
depending on its square footage compared to other
places. Figure 8 illustrates how machine learning
enters the picture. By using a large amount of data to
train an ML model, a solution that is both accurate
and able to meet everyone's needs may be created.
Table 2: RMSE values for Linear Regression, Grid
Search CV, and Random Forest

Method
Linear
Regression
Grid Search
CV
Random
Forest

RMSE(Train)
47%

RMSE(Test)
55%

95%

95%

99%

98%

Figure10: Grid Search Cv of RMSE Values

The regression method where is used to find the
relationship between two dependent and independent
variables. In the above table, 2 users have used this method
in this study to train and test the data and use the method
for training and testing the data using the RMSE(Root
Mean Square Error).In the above table, the result of
RMSE(training) is 47%where as of RMSE(training) is
55%. n this table 2, the result of RMSE(train) is 95% and
the RMSE(test) is 95% By the use of an algorithm the
result can be established. The important algorithm where
the accurate value can b described and the random forest in
above table 2 gives the value of the training and testing data
(RMSE)Train of rmse is 99% and RMSE of the train is
98% which is the high accuracy value when compared to
another two algorithms. Instead, we will use root mean
square error (RMSE) to estimate how well our random
forest was able to predict our test set outcomes.

Volume 11, Issue 5, September - October 2022

Figure11:Random Forest value of RMSE

The RMSE value of the linear Regression,Grid Search CV
and Random Forest of the dataset value that is of training
and testing data,The R2 score is one of the performance
evaluation measures for regression-based machine learning
models and It is also known as the coefficient of
determination and The calculated value of the linear
regression is determined in the fig 9 and followed by the
value of the Grid Search CV is shown in the fig 10 and the
accurate value of the Random Forest is shown in the fig 11.
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5. CONCLUSION:
This study states that in today’s real estate world, it has
become tough to store such huge data, and extract them for
one’s requirements Also, the extracted data should be
useful, The system makes optimal use of the Linear
Regression Algorithm also, The system makes use of such
data in the most efficient way. One of the major future
scopes is adding a database of more cities which will
provide the user to explore more estates and reach an
accurate decision, In-depth details of every property will be
added to provide ample details of the desired estate. In this
Real estate study learning algorithms and methods are used
because that is what data science is the most important
concept to learn from various perspectives and designing a
new model, Ml driven predictions are easily
comprehensible and significant from a data analysis of
point. When correctly implemented a high rate of accuracy
can be achieved, and thus ML techniques find applications
across a wide range of fields, Property price is dependent
upon the features which are all needed for the property and
The final prediction of the model will be used to make new
insights for the upcoming scenario, The idea of creating a
useful model by using the efficient algorithm will make the
implementation fall on the higher-end whereas the final
predictions are used for further future uses and possibility
findings will also make it extend to a higher user level.
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